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To Egbert Brieskorn
1. Introduction
The hypersurface D in the complex manifold X is a free divisor if the OX -module
Derlog D of germs of vector ®elds on X which are tangent to D, is locally free
(see [22]). Examples of free divisors include smooth hypersurfaces, normal
crossing divisors, re¯ection arrangements [21] and discriminants of right-left
stable maps with source dimension not less than target dimension [16, 6.13].
In many contexts, one is given a divisor D0 which is free outside 0, and a
family D! C with special ®bre D0, in which the general ®bre is free. Typically,
Dt grows homology classes which vanish when t returns to 0.
A familiar example of this phenomenon is shown in the pair of diagrams in
Figure 1. In the ®rst, we see four planes passing through 0 in 3-space, of which
each three are in general position.
Their union, D0, is a normal crossing divisor, and therefore free, outside 0. It is
not free at 0; this can be checked by a calculation, but it also follows from
Proposition 2.2 below. In the second picture, one of the planes has been shifted
off 0, and the union, Dt , now has a non-trivial second homology class, carried by
the tetrahedron one can see in the centre of the picture (in fact the inclusion of
the real D0 and Dt in their complexi®cation, induces a homotopy-equivalence, so
these are `good real pictures'). Since Dt is now a normal crossing divisor
(everywhere), it is free. One can think of Dt as a kind of singular Milnor ®bre of
D0: we have not smoothed D0 (as in `classical' singularity theory); instead we
have freed it.
Another large class of examples is the following: if f0: Cn; 0 ! C p; 0 (with
n > p) is a germ of an analytic map stable outside 0 (equivalently, having `®nite
A-codimension') then the discriminant D f0 is free outside 0; if ft is a stable
perturbation of f0 then D ft is a free divisor, which carries homology classes
which vanish when t returns to 0.
In [8] Damon introduced a de®nition of almost free divisor, and a suitable
category of deformations, which encompass these examples and many others.
Using Morse-theoretic techniques introduced in [11], he is able to calculate the
rank of the vanishing homology. In this paper we describe the vanishing
cohomology in the singular Milnor ®bres of almost free divisors in terms of
differential forms.
For a reasonable description, the usual KaÈhler forms Q
p
D (the de®nition is
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recalled at the start of § 3) are not suitable: there are too many of them. It is well
known that if x is a singular point of a divisor D then Q kD; x has torsion for
dim D 1 > k > dim Dÿ dim Dsing. The torsion gives important geometrical
information: indeed, if the n-dimensional divisor D has an isolated singularity at
x then the torsion submodule of QnD; x has length equal to the Tjurina number, and
thus less than or equal to the Milnor number, the rank of the vanishing homology
(and equal to it if D has a weighted homogeneous de®ning equation). In this case
one can think of torsion n-forms as forms which are idle (evaluate to 0 on every
n-vector) on D; x, but which come to life on the Milnor ®bre of D; x. The
torsion submodule of QnD; x thus encodes information on the vanishing geometry of
the Milnor ®bre. On a singular free divisor or almost free divisor D the singular
subspace has codimension 1, and thus if dim D > 1, all the modules of KaÈhler
forms (except for Q0) will have torsion submodules of in®nite length. In the
deformations described by Damon, almost free divisors become free, but are not
smoothed, and thus in®nite-dimensional spaces of KaÈhler k-forms will wait in vain
for their vanishing k-vectors.
The obvious thing to do to remedy this is to kill the torsion forms on a free
divisor D (as free divisors are the stable objects in Damon's theory). Doing so, we
obtain modules which we denote ÏQ kD. The de®nition of the modules ÏQ
k
D0
of forms
on an almost free divisor D0 then follows by a standard universal procedure:
embed D0 in a suitable free divisor D, as the ®bre of an ambient submersion to a
smooth space S, and then take the quotient of the module of relative forms ÏQ kD=S
de®ned in the standard way from ÏQ kD. In fact Damon de®nes an almost free
divisor D0 Ì V as the pull back of a free divisor E Ì W by a map i0: V ! W
which is transverse to E outside 0. In the spirit of Damon's de®nition, we can
also de®ne our complex ÏQ ·D0 as the quotient of Q
·
V by the ideal generated by the
pull-back via i0 of a certain ideal of Q
·
W . This is discussed in § 3.
This programme, which of course can be applied to any category of spaces with
a distinguished category of deformations, turns out to work extremely well for
free and almost-free divisors. In fact if D is a free divisor then
Q kD = torsion  Q kX =hQ klog D
where h is an equation for D in X, and so, since all the modules hQ klog D are
free, the ÏQkD are maximal Cohen±Macaulay OD-modules. In § 4 we show that as a
consequence, the ÏQ kD=S enjoy precisely the same depth properties as the modules
Q kX =S on deformations of isolated complete intersection singularities (ICIS). In
particular we prove an analogue of the fact, recalled above, that for an isolated
hypersurface singularity the torsion has length t.
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Figure 1.
Theorem 1.1. Let f0: Cn; 0 ! C p; 0, with n > p nice dimensions, have
®nite Ae-codimension, and let D f0 be its discriminant. Then the torsion
submodule of ÏQ
pÿ1
D f0;0 has length equal to the Ae-codimension of f0.
This is a consequence of Proposition 4.3(4) below.
In §§ 5, 6 and 7 below, we develop the theory of the Gauss±Manin connection
on the vanishing cohomology of a deformation of an almost free divisor. The
similarity with the classical theory (the Gauss±Manin connection on cohomology
of the Milnor ®bration of an isolated hypersurface singularity) is evident; many of
the same theorems hold, including coherence, and with almost the same proofs.
The author does not claim much originality in this latter part of the paper.
However, what is remarkable is that the classical constructions of Brieskorn [1]
and Greuel [15] work so well in this new context.
This paper has taken a rather long time to write, in the course of which the
author, and hopefully the paper, have pro®ted from many helpful conversations
with Francisco Castro and Luis NarvaÂez, to whom I am very grateful. Both the
idea of studying the Gauss±Manin connection on the discriminant of a family, and
the de®nition of ÏQ kD, arose in conversation with them. I am also grateful to Jim
Damon and Duco van Straten for stimulating conversations on this topic, and to
MarõÂa Aparecida Ruas, Farid Tari and Washington Luiz Marar for an invitation
to lecture on this topic in the 1998 SaÄo Carlos Singularities Workshop, which led
to what I believe are some useful improvements in the presentation of this paper. I
thank the referee for a very careful reading of the manuscript, and for a number
of helpful suggestions.
Before the deadlines passed me by, I optimistically intended the paper for the
proceedings of the 1996 Oberwolfach conference in honour of E. Brieskorn on his
60th birthday; notwithstanding the time that has since passed, the paper remains
respectfully dedicated to him: imitation is the sincerest form of ¯attery.
2. Almost-free divisors and their deformations
Let E Ì W be a divisor in the manifold W , and let V be a manifold. The map
i: V ! W is algebraically transverse to E at w  iv if dv iTv V   T logw E  Tw W .
Here T logw E is the `logarithmic' tangent space to E at w:
T logw E  fxw: x 2 Derlog E wg:
For future reference we note that the notion of logarithmic tangent space allows
us to speak of logarithmic submersion and immersion, logarithmic critical value,
etc. etc., as well as logarithmic (that is, algebraic) transversality. By 2.12 of [13]
the logarithmic implicit function theorem holds (for maps with smooth target).
De®nition 2.1 [8]. The germ of hypersurface D0 Ì V ; 0 is an almost
free divisor based on the germ of free divisor E Ì W ; 0 if there is a
map i0: V ; 0 ! W ; 0 which is algebraically transverse to E except at 0, such
that D0  iÿ10 E .
If the map i0 of the de®nition is algebraically transverse to E then D0 is a free
divisor; in this case it is not too hard to show that there are a free divisor
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E0 Ì W0 and integers k and l such that
W ; E . W0; E0 ´ C k and V ; D0. W0; E0 ´ C l:
A 1-dimensional almost free divisor D0 Ì V based on the free divisor E Ì W is
also free in its own right, being a plane curve, even when the inducing map
i0: V ! W is not algebraically transverse to E. Although this phenomenon is not
inherently problematic, it can be confusing, and therefore we now show that it
cannot occur for higher-dimensional almost free divisors.
Proposition 2.2. Let D0 Ì V be an almost free divisor based on the free
divisor E Ì W, D0  iÿ10 E .
(1) The sequence
0ÿ! Derlog D0a vV ÿÿÿ!
ti0 vi0
i 0 Derlog E 
ÿ! vi0
TKE ; e i0
ÿ! 0 1
(where TKE ;e i0  ti0vV  i 0 Derlog E) is exact.
(2) If i0 is not algebraically transverse to E then depth Derlog D0  2 (we
assume dim V > 2).
(3) (Jacobian criterion for freeness) If dim V > 2 then D0 is a free divisor if
and only if i0 is algebraically transverse to E.
Proof. First we prove that i 0 Derlog E  is a free OV -module. Let y1; . . . ; yn
be a free basis for Derlog E. We have an epimorphismMn
1
OV ÿ!
f
i 0 Derlog E 
with fej  y j ± i0. Suppose a1; . . . ; an 2 ker f. Then
P
j ajy j ± i0  0.
However, if i0x 62 E then the vectors y1i0x; . . . ; yni0x are linearly
independent, and so all ajx vanish. That is, suppaj Ì D0. As D0 is a divisor,
all the aj must be identically 0, and i

0 Derlog E  is free.
(1), (2) Consider the short exact sequence
0! i 0 Derlog E  ! vi0 ! vi0= i 0 Derlog E  ! 0:
The right-most module is supported only on D0 and thus is not free over OV , so
its depth is less than the depth of vi0, which is of course equal to dim V as
vi0 is a free OV -module. As i 0 Derlog E is also free, the depth lemma shows
that depth vi0= i 0 Derlog E   dim V ÿ 1.
The exact sequence
0! K ! vV ÿÿÿ!
ti0
vi0= i 0 Derlog E  ! vi0=TKE ;e i0 ! 0
(where K and TKE ; e i0 are de®ned by the sequence) breaks into the two short
exact sequences
0! vV =K ! vi0= i 0 Derlog E  ! vi0=TKE ; e i0 ! 0
and
0! K ! vV ! vV =K ! 0:
If vi0=TKE ;e i0 6 0, then its depth is 0 (for it is supported only at 0). As
depth vi0= i 0 Derlog E   dim V ÿ 1 > 0, the depth lemma applied to the ®rst
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of these two short exact sequences implies that depth vV =K  1. The second short
exact sequence now implies that depth K  2.
A similar argument shows that if vi0=TKE ;e i0  0 then K must be free.
Now K Ì Derlog D0, for if x 2 K then for all x 2 D0, dx i0xx 2 T logx E; if x
is a regular point of D0 this means that i0x is a regular point of E and that
xx 2 dx i0ÿ1Ti0xE  Tx D0, and thus x 2 Derlog D0. Since i0 is algebrai-
cally transverse to E outside 0, K and Derlog D0 coincide outside 0. Thus we
have a short exact sequence
0! K ! Derlog D0 ! Derlog D0=K ! 0
in which the right-most module, if not 0, has dimension 0 and thus depth 0. This is
impossible, again by the depth lemma, since depth K > 2. Thus K  Derlog D0.
(3) The `if ' part is clear; here we prove the converse. If vi0=TKE ;e i0 6 0
then by (3) depth Derlog D0  2 < dim V , and thus D0 cannot be a free divisor.
A
Example 2.3. The divisor D0 shown in the Introduction is an almost free
divisor. It is the preimage of the free divisor E consisting of the union of the
four co-ordinate hyperplanes in C4, under the inducing map i0x1; x2; x3 
x1; x2; x3; x1  x2  x3. Since i0 is not algebraically transverse to E at 0 (for
T
log
0 E  f0g), it follows from Proposition 2.2(3) that D0 is not free at 0. Since D0 is
free outside 0, it also follows that i0 is algebraically transverse to E outside 0 (though
of course this is obvious anyway), so D0 is an almost free divisor.
The deformations of almost free divisors that we consider arise as follows:
beginning with an almost free divisor D0 Ì V obtained by pulling-back the free
divisor E Ì W by the map i0: V ! W , we consider deformations i: V ´ S! W of
i0, and ®bre D : iÿ1E  over the base S of the deformation. When necessary we
will refer to deformations of this type as admissible. Unless otherwise speci®ed,
all deformations of almost free divisors that we consider from now on will be
admissible. A deformation D! S is free if D  iÿ1E with i algebraically
transverse to E, is versal if i is a KE -versal deformation of i0 (see De®nition 2.6
below), and frees D0 if for generic u 2 S the map iu  i ? ; u is algebraically
transverse to E. The set of points u 2 S for which iu is not algebraically transverse
to E is the logarithmic discriminant of the deformation, and is denoted B (since
in many cases it is the bifurcation set of a deformation). When the deformation is
miniversal, the logarithmic discriminant is sometimes called the KE -discriminant
of D0 (or of i0).
Theorem/De®nition 2.4 [11, 8]. Let D0 be a p-dimensional almost free
divisor based on the free divisor E. If p: D! S is a deformation of D0 which
frees D0 , then for u 2 S nB, Ds  iÿ1u E  has the homotopy type of a wedge of p-
spheres. The number of these is independent of the choice of deformation; it is
called the singular Milnor number of D0 , and denoted mED0. The space Ds is a
singular Milnor ®bre of D0; up to homeomorphism it is independent of the choice
of deformation.
If the logarithmic version of Sard's theorem held for free divisors, then every
free deformation of D0 would free it. However, it does not hold.
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Example 2.5 (F. J. CalderoÂn [4]). Let D Í C3 be the set de®ned by the
equation xyxÿ yx ly  0, and let px; y; l  l. One checks that D is a
free divisor. The ®bre of p over l is a union of four lines through 0; 0 in C2.
As l varies, the cross-ratio of these four lines varies, and thus the family is not
trivial. In particular, there is no logarithmic vector ®eld with non-vanishing ¶=¶l-
component at points 0; 0; l, and so every point in C is a logarithmic critical
value of p.
In [10] Jim Damon describes a large class of related examples; in particular the
total space of the Hessian deformation of any non-simple weighted homogeneous
plane curve singularity is a free divisor. CalderoÂn's example falls in this class,
of course.
It is probably sensible at this point to describe in more detail the family of
examples we are most interested in. These are the discriminants of map-germs of
isolated instability (that is, ®nite Ae-codimension) f0: U  Cn; 0 ! C p; 0  V
(with n > p), and those of their deformations which arise from deformations of
the germ f0. Any map f0: U ! V can be obtained by transverse pull-back i0 from
a stable map F, as in the diagram
Uÿÿÿ!F V
j0
x??? x???i0
Uÿÿÿ!f V
In this case the discriminant D f0 of f0 is the pull-back by i0 of the discriminant
DF  of F. In [7], Damon shows that stability of f is equivalent to the algebraic
transversality of i0 to DF . We re-prove this in § 8 below. Thus, if f0 has isolated
instability then D f0 is an almost free divisor based on DF .
Any unfolding G: U ´ S! V ´ S, gx; s  gsx; s of f0 can also be obtained
from F by transverse pull-back, by a deformation i of i0, and thus the ®bration
DG ! S is an admissible deformation of D f0. Its ®bre over s 2 S is the
discriminant Dgs of gs . Now suppose that G is a stable unfolding of f0, and that
the logarithmic discriminant B of the projection p: DG ! S is a proper subset
of S (so that G is a stabilisation of f0). For u 62B, fu is a stable perturbation of f0.
The singular Milnor number mDF D f0 of D f0 is the rank of the vanishing
homology of the discriminant of a stable perturbation of f0; in [11] it is denoted
by mD f0 and called the discriminant Milnor number of f0. The main theorem of [11]
is that provided dim U; dim V  are in Mather's `nice dimensions', mD f0 satis®es
mD f0> Ae -codimension of f0
with equality in case f0 is weighted homogeneous. We give a fuller account of the
link between the theory we construct here and the theory of right-left equivalence of
map-germs, in § 8 below. For now, we hope it will serve as a motivating example.
Now recall from [6] the notion of KE equivalence for almost free divisors
based on the free divisor E , or, more precisely, KE -equivalence of the maps
inducing them.
De®nition 2.6. 1. Let V and W be smooth, and let E Ì W be a closed
complex subspace. Then KE is the subgroup of K consisting of pairs
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F; f 2 DiffV ´ W  ´ DiffV  such that
(a) p1Fv; w  fv for v; w 2 V ´ W , where p1: V ´ W ! V is projection;
(b) Fv; 0  fv; 0 for v 2 V;
(c) FV ´ E   V ´ E.
2. Two germs i0; j0: V ! W are KE -equivalent if there exists F; f 2KE
such that F ± gri0  grj0 ± f, where gri0 and grj0 are the graph embeddings of i0
and j0, v 7! v; i0v and v 7! v; j0v respectively.
Evidently if i0 and j0 are KE -equivalent then i
ÿ1
0 E and jÿ10 E  are
isomorphic varieties.
The KE ; e tangent space TKE ; e i0 is equal to
ti0vV  i 0 Derlog E ;
the KE ; e normal space is then
vi0
ti0vV  i 0 Derlog E 
:
By Nakayama's lemma, it is supported precisely on the points where i0 fails to be
algebraically transverse to E. The deformation i of i0 is KE ; e-versal if every other
deformation of i0 is parametrised KE -isomorphic, in an appropriate sense, to one
induced from i. The sub-index `e' here indicates that in the parametrised
equivalence, the parametrised family fs of diffeomorphisms of the domain V of i0
are not required to ®x 0 2 V when s 6 0. Requiring that fs0  0 for all s 2 S
gives rise to a stricter notion of versality, namely KE -versality. Note that our
terminology differs slightly from Damon's at this point: he does not consider the
stricter notion, and uses the term KE -versal where we use KE ;e -versal. See § 3 of
[24] for a discussion of this point.
Damon shows in [6] that the usual in®nitesimal criterion for versality holds: i is
KE ; e -versal if and only if
TKE ;e i0  ChÇi1; . . . ; Çid i  vi0
where Çi j is the restriction to V ´ f0g of ¶ i= ¶s j , the s j , for j  1; . . . ; d , being
coordinates on S.
From the existence of KE ; e -versal deformations it follows that if p: D1 ! S1
and p2: D2 ! S2 are both admissible deformations of the almost free divisor D0
based on the free divisor E , and both free D0, then the generic ®bres of p1 and
p2 are homeomorphic. For, up to isomorphism both deformations are induced by
base change from a versal deformation, and as the base space of the latter is
smooth, and the discriminant is a proper analytic subvariety, it follows that any
two generic ®bres are homeomorphic.
Lemma 2.7. Let D0 Ì V be an almost free divisor based on the free divisor
E Ì W, with i0: V ! W the inducing map. Let i: V ´ S be a deformation of i0 ,
algebraically transverse to E, let D  iÿ1E , and let p: D! S be the resulting
deformation of D0 . Then
NKE ; e i0 .
vp
tpDerlog D  pmS;0vp
:
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Proof. We have
vp
tpDerlog D  pmS;0vp
.
vV ´ S
vV ´ S=S  Derlog D  mS;0 vV ´ S
.
v j
tjvV  j Derlog D
 NKD; e j;
where j: V ! V ´ S is the inclusion v 7! v; 0. Now i0  i ± j, and because i is
algebraically transverse to E, ti: v j ! vi0 induces an isomorphism
NKD; e j . NKE ; e i. This is proved in Proposition 1.5 of [7], but for the reader's
convenience we now sketch the argument. It is easiest to see if we assume that
T
log
0 E  0; for then i must be a submersion, and choosing coordinates with respect to
which it is a projection, we ®nd that the isomorphism is a straightforward calculation.
In the general case, if T
log
0 E is k-dimensional, then the pair W ; E  is
isomorphic in some neighbourhood to a product W0 ; E0 ´ C k. Let p: W ! W0
be projection, using this product structure. Then the calculation just mentioned
shows that NKE ; e i0 . NKE 0 ; e p ± i0, and also that the submersion p ± i induces
an isomorphism NKD; e j . NKE 0 ; e p ± i0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
In the light of this lemma, we refer to the quotient vp= tpDerlog D as
T
1; log
D =S
, and to vp= tpDerlog D  mS;0 vp as T 1; logD0 . The reader will
recognise the similarity to the de®nition of T 1X =S and T
1
X0
for a deformation
f : X ! S of an ICIS X0, cf. [16, Chapter 6].
We extend the de®nition of T
1; log
D =S
to the case where p: D! S is not
necessarily free.
De®nition 2.8. Let p: D! S be an admissible deformation, and let
r: D! S ´ T be a free extension of p. Then
T
1; log
D= S
 vr
trDerlogD  t vr ;
where t is the ideal de®ning S ´ f0g in S ´ T .
It is easily seen that this de®nition is independent of the choice of free
extension r, by means of the following lemma, which is proved by standard
singularity theory methods.
Lemma 2.9. Let E Ì W be a divisor, let i0 map V ; 0 to W ; 0, and suppose
that i: V ´ T ; 0; 0 ! W ; 0 and j: V ´ T ; 0; 0 ! W ; 0 are deformations
of i0 , both of them logarithmically transverse to E. Then i and j are KE -
equivalent, as maps, by an equivalence which restricts to the identity on V. . .A
The analogy with isolated complete intersection singularities continues.
Proposition 2.10. Let p: D! S be an admissible deformation of the almost
free divisor D0 , and suppose that p frees D0. Then T
1; log
D=S
is a Cohen±Macaulay
module of dimension dim Sÿ 1.
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Proof. If p is a free deformation, then the result follows from a theorem of
Buchsbaum and Rim [3, Corollary 2.7]; for we have an exact sequence
Derlog D ! vep ! T 1; log
D=S
! 0
(where ep: V ´ S! S is the obvious extension of p) in which Derlog DF  is
free of rank dim D 1 and vp is free of rank dim S. The theorem cited implies
that dim T
1; log
D= S
> dim Sÿ 1, and that if this dimension is attained then T 1; log
D=S
is
Cohen±Macaulay. Now the hypothesis that D0 be almost free implies that
T
1; log
D =S
is ®nite over S, while the hypothesis that p frees D0 implies that
dimsupppT 1; logD =S  < dim S. Hence dim T 1; logD =S  dim Sÿ 1, and the result follows.
The general case follows from this special case by a standard dimensional argument.
Let r: D! S ´ T be a free extension of p, with dim T  d. Then because
T
1; log
D=S
 T 1; log
D=S ´ T=t1; . . . ; tdT 1; logD=S ´ T
and dim T
1; log
D= S
 dimT 1; log
D=S ´ T ÿ d , the module T 1; logD=S also is Cohen±Macaulay.
A
3. Differential forms on free and almost free divisors
From now on, when we speak of a free divisor the letter h will always denote
its reduced equation.
In this section we de®ne and study the improved version of KaÈhler forms on
free divisors mentioned in the introduction. First we recall (for example, from
[16]) the standard de®nition of the OX-module Q
k
X of KaÈhler k-forms on a
subvariety X of a smooth space V . Suppose that the ideal of functions vanishing
on X is generated by f1; . . . ; fn ; then Q
k
X is de®ned to be
Q kV
 f1; . . . ; fnQ kV 
P
i d fi ^ Q kÿ1V
:
The exterior derivative d: Q kV ! Q k1V passes to the quotient to give an exterior
derivative Q kX ! Q k1X ; the complex Q·X, equipped with this exterior derivative, is
naturally isomorphic to the complex of holomorphic differential forms on X
de®ned using charts, when X is smooth.
Now let D Ì V be a free divisor. Recall K. Saito's de®nition in [22] of the
sheaf Q klog D as the OV -module of meromorphic differential forms q on V such
that hq and h dq are regular. Clearly Q·Vlog D is a complex; note that
hQ ·Vlog D is a subcomplex of Q·V , so that the quotient Q·V =hQ·Vlog D is also a
complex. This complex is our replacement for the complex of KaÈhler forms on D.
De®nition 3.1. Let D be a free divisor. We de®ne
ÏQ kD 
Q kW
hQ klog D :
Since dh=h ^ Q kÿ1V  Q kV Í Q kVlog D, the module ÏQ kD is a quotient of Q kD .
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Example 3.2. Let D be the normal crossing divisor z1 . . . zp  0. Then
Q1Vlog D is the free OV -exterior algebra on generators d zi =z i , for i  1; . . . ; p,
and so hQ kVlog D is generated over OV by the forms zJ d zI , where jI j  k,
J È I  f1; . . . ; pg and J Ç I  0= . It is easy to see that if n: D! D is the
normalisation of D, and i: D! Cn1 is inclusion, then
hQ kVlog D  keri ± n: Q kV ! Q kD ;
and so ÏQ kD a nQ
k
D
. By contrast, Q kD is larger, and the kernel of n
 : Q kD ! Q kD is
non-trivial: for example, the forms h=xid xi are not equal to 0 in Q1D .
Lemma 3.3. Let D be a divisor in the  p 1-dimensional complex manifold
V, with local de®ning equation h. Then:
(1) ÏQ0D  OD;
(2) ÏQ
p1
D  0;
(3) for k with 0 < k < p, the support of ÏQ kD is equal to D;
(4) if x is a smooth point of D, then ÏQ kD; x  Q kD; x ;
(5) if D is a free divisor, then the depth (as module over OV and OD) of ÏQ
k
D is
equal to dim D, for 0 < k < p (so that ÏQ kD is a maximal Cohen±Macaulay
OD-module);
(6) if the germ of D at x is quasihomogeneous, then the complex
0! C! OD  ÏQ0D ! ÏQ1D ! . . .! ÏQ pD ! 0
is exact at x.
Proof. (1), (3) These are obvious.
(2) This follows from the fact that Q p1log D  1=hQ p1V .
(4) If y is a smooth point of D, then Q klog Dy  dh=h ^ Q kÿ1V ; y  Q kV ; y .
Hence hQ klog D  dh ^ Q kÿ1V ; y  hQ kV ; y , and Q kV ; y =hQ klog D  QkD; y .
(5) The module Q kV =hQ
k
Vlog D has an OV -free resolution
0! hQ klog D ! Q kV ! Q kV =hQklog D ! 0;
so its projective dimension is less than or equal to 1. Since its support is D, it
must have projective dimension 1 and thus depth pÿ 1.
(6) The proof here is a variant of the elementary proof that the usual complex
0! C! OD ! Q1D ! . . .! Q pÿ1D ! Q pD ! 0
is exact, which can be found, for example, as Lemma 9.9 in [16]. We use the local
C-action centred at y. Let xe be a local Euler ®eld, vanishing at y. Then for any
homogeneous form q 2 Q kV ; y of weight ,, we have Lx eq  ,q. Note Cartan's
identity L x eq  ix edq  dix eq. Now suppose that dq 2 hQ klog D, and for
brevity write dq  hj. Then ,q  h ix ej  dix eq 2 hQklog Dy  dQ kÿ1V ; y .
Thus, unless ,  0, the class of q in QkV ; y =hQklog Dy is a coboundary. It
follows that if we de®ne H : Q ·V ; y =Q
·log D ! Q·ÿ1V ; y =hQ·ÿ1log Dy to be
1=,ix e on the weight , subspace (and extend continuously to the completion),
then H gives a homotopy equivalence between Q·V ; y =Q
·log Dy and its weight
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zero subspace. This weight 0 subspace is just C in degree 0, since our C action
is good (that is, the weights of all the variables are positive). . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Corollary 3.4. Let D Ì V be a free divisor. For each k, with 0 < k < dim V,
the torsion submodule of Q kD is equal to
hQ klog D=hQ kV  dh ^ Q kÿ1V ;
and thus ÏQ kD  Q kD = torsion.
Proof. As ÏQ kD is Cohen±Macaulay, it is torsion free, and thus
T Q kD Í hQ klog D=hQ kV  dh ^ Q kÿ1V :
However, the right-hand side here is torsion, as it is supported only on Dsing (cf.
Lemma 3.3(5)).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
The fact that on a free divisor ÏQ ·D is a complex of maximal Cohen±Macaulay
modules on D is crucial to its applications. In this respect it improves on the
usual complex Q ·D; in fact the following holds.
Proposition 3.5. If D is a free divisor and singular at x then for
1 < k < dim D, depth Q kD  dim Dÿ 1.
Proof. This follows by applying the depth lemma to each of the three short
exact sequences
0! Q kV ! Q klog D !
Q klog D
Q kV
! 0;
0! Q
kÿ1
V
hQ kÿ1log D ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ!
dh=h^ Q klog D
Q kV
! Q
klog D
dh=h ^ Q kÿ1V  Q kV
! 0
and
0! Q
klog D
dh=h ^ Q kÿ1V  Q kV
ÿÿÿ!´h Q
k
V
dh ^ Q kÿ1V  hQ kV
! Q
k
V
hQ klog D ! 0
together with Lemma 3.6 below. For the ®rst shows that Q klog D=Q kV has depth
p : dim D, and so the second shows that its right-hand member has depth pÿ 1
(since by Lemma 3.3(4) it is supported only on Dsing , and by Lemma 3.6 below it
is not 0). The third sequence has Q kD as its middle term; the depth lemma says
that its depth is at least as great as the minimum of the depths of the two outer
terms, and thus at least pÿ 1. It also says that if it is greater than this minimum,
then the ®rst term has depth one more than the last. Since the ®rst term has depth
less than the last, this cannot happen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Lemma 3.6. If x is a singular point on the reduced free divisor D Í C p1 then
for 0 < k < p 1, dh ^ Q kÿ1C p 1; x  hQ kC p 1; x is strictly contained in hQ klog Dx .
Proof. Suppose Q1log Dx  Q1C p 1;x  dh=h ^ Q0C p 1; x . Then a free
basis for Q1log Dx can be extracted from the list d x1; . . . ; d xp1; dh=h. If
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q1; . . . ;qp1 is a free basis, then q1 ^ . . . ^ qp1  dx1 ^ . . . ^ dxp1 =h, up to
multiplication by a unit [22]. Thus, dh=h must be a member of any free basis
extracted from this list, and so without loss of generality, we can suppose that
d x1; . . . ; dxp; dh=h is a free basis. Since dxp1 is then an OC p 1 -linear
combination of dx1; . . . ; d xp; dh=h, a calculation shows that ¶h= ¶xp1 is a unit,
and thus that D is non-singular at x.
Let q1; . . . ;qp1 be a free basis for Q
1log D. Then Q·log Dx is the free
OC p 1; x exterior algebra over OC p 1; x generated by q1; . . . ;qp1, while the algebra
Q ·C p 1; x  dh=h ^ Q·ÿ1C p 1; x is a quotient (because there are relations in general)
of the free OC p 1; x exterior algebra generated by d x1; . . . ; dxp1; dh=h. Thus, if
Q1C p 1; x  dh=h ^ Q0C p 1; x is strictly contained in Q1log Dx then for each k
with 0 < k < p 1, Q kC p 1; x  dh=h ^ Qkÿ1C p 1; x is strictly contained in Q klog Dx .
A
Recall that vD  HomODQ1D; OD is equal to the restriction to D of Derlog D.
The next proposition characterises ÏQ1D as the double dual of Q
1
D.
Proposition 3.7. Let D Ì V be a free divisor; then evaluation of forms on
vector ®elds induces a perfect pairing ÏQ1D ´ vD ! OD.
Proof. The result is well known when D is non-singular, so we assume D is
singular. De®ne N by the short exact sequence
0! Derlog D ! vV ! N ! 0:
It is a maximal Cohen±Macaulay OD module. Because Derlog D É hvV ,
restricting to D gives the exact sequence 0! vD ! vV jD ! N ! 0, and now
dualising with respect to OD gives an exact sequence
0! N _ ! vV jD_ ! v_D ! Ext1DN; OD ! 0:
Because N is a maximal Cohen±Macaulay module on a singular hypersurface, it
has a 2-periodic OD-free resolution (see [12, § 6]), and this remains exact on
dualising with respect to OD; hence Ext
1
DN; OD  0. Thus Q1V jD maps onto v_D,
and hence so does Q1V . The kernel of the epimorphism Q
1
V ! v_D is
fq 2 Q1V : qx 2 h"x 2 Derlog Dg:
Denote this by K. Since evaluation of forms on vector ®elds gives an isomorphism
Q1log D. HomVDerlog D; OV, K is equal to hQ1log D. Thus, vD_ is
equal to ÏQ1D . Finally, since ÏQ
1
D  Q1D__, its dual must be Q1D_, that is, vD . .A
We now de®ne differential forms on almost free divisors. Rather than beginning
with the procedure outlined in the introduction, we give an alternative de®nition,
more in the spirit of Damon's de®nition of almost free divisor, in terms of the
inducing map i0. The two approaches are shown to be equivalent in Proposition
3.9 below.
De®nition 3.8. Let E Ì W be a free divisor, let i0: V ! W be a map and
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let i: V ´ S! W be a deformation of i0. Let D0  iÿ10 E  and D  iÿ1E .
We set
ÏQ·D0 
Q·V
h i 0 hQ·log E i
;1
ÏQ ·D=S 
Q·V ´ S
h i hQ·log Ei P dsi ^ Q·ÿ1V ´ S :2
Here h i 0 hQ·log E i and h i hQ·log E i are the ideals in the exterior
algebras Q ·V and Q
·
V ´ S generated by the forms i

0 q and i q, for
q 2 hQ ·log E . They are of course subcomplexes.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose that i: V ´ S! W is a deformation of i0: V ! W.
Let hE be a reduced equation for E, so that hD  h ± i is a reduced equation for
D  iÿ1E. Then
(1) we have
ÏQ kD0 
ÏQkD=SP
si ÏQ
k
D ´ S
(so the construction of ÏQ· commutes with restriction),
(2) if I is algebraically transverse to E then
ÏQ kD=S 
Q kV ´ S
hD Q
klog D P i dsi ^ Q kÿ1V ´ S :
Proof. The ®rst statement is obvious. For the second, we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.10. Let p: U ! W be a submersion, let E Ì W be a divisor and let
D  pÿ1E . Then
Q·log D  h pQ·log E i:
Proof. Inclusion of the right-hand side in the left follows from the obvious
fact that pQ·log E  Ì Q·log D. To prove the opposite inclusion note that
after a diffeomorphism we may assume that U  W ´ T and D  E ´ T , and that
p: U ! W is just the projection W ´ T ! W . Let q: W ! W ´ T be the inclusion
w 7! w; 0, and let t1; . . . ; tn be coordinates on T; then if q 2 Q,log D, we have
qx; t ÿ qx; 0 
Z 1
0
d
ds
qx; st ds

Z 1
0
X
i
ti
¶
¶ ti
qx; st ds

X
i
ti
Z 1
0
¶
¶ ti
qx; st  ds:
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Now each form
R 1
0
¶
¶ ti
qx; st ds is in Q,log D, for taking as equation for D the
equation h of E (regarded as a function of x; t  independent of t ) we have
hx
Z 1
0
¶
¶ ti
qx; st ds 
Z 1
0
¶
¶ ti
hxqx; st ds;
and is therefore regular, and similarly
dh ^
Z 1
0
¶
¶ ti
qx; st ds 
Z 1
0
¶
¶ ti
dh ^ qx; st ds;
also regular.
Hence
q qx; 0 mod mU ;0 Q,log D
and the required inclusion will follow by Nakayama's Lemma, once we show that
qx; 0 2 pQ·log E  ^ Q·U :
But this is now evident: if
qx; 0 
X
dti 1 ^ . . . ^ dtik ^ qi1;...;ik
with each qi1;...;ik independent of t and having no dti component, then each
qi1; ...;ik is D-logarithmic (as it is the contraction of qx; 0 by a D-logarithmic
k-vector) and, since qi1;...;ik  pqqi1;...;ik , we have qi1;...;ik 2 pQ·log E . . .A
Part (2) of the proposition now follows: we have
ÏQ ·D=S 
ÏQ·DP
dsi ^ ÏQ·ÿ1D
 Q
·
V ´ S
h i hE Q·log E i 
P
dsi ^ Q·ÿ1V ´ S
 Q
·
V ´ S
hD Q
·log D P dsi ^ Q·ÿ1V ´ S : A
Proposition 3.11. If E Ì W is a free divisor, i0: V ! W is a map and
D0  iÿ10 E , then we have the following inclusions:
hD0 Q
k
V  dhD0 ^ Qkÿ1V Í h i 0 hE Q·log Eik Í hD0 Q klog D0;
where the lower index k in the middle complex means the degree k summand. If
D0 is almost free, then provided dim D0 > 2 and E is not smooth, the ®rst
inclusion is strict. If i0 is not algebraically transverse to E then the second
inclusion is also strict for k  dim D0 and k  dim D0  1.
Proof. The ®rst inclusion holds because dhE =hE 2 Q1log E  and we can
take hD0  i 0 hE; thus hD0 2 i 0 hE Q0log E  and dhD0 2 i 0 hE Q1log E . The
second inclusion holds because, as is easily checked directly from the de®nition,
i 0 Q·log E Ì Q·log D0.
Strictness of the ®rst inclusion when D0 is almost free holds by Lemma 3.6; for
this implies that the quotient of the right-hand side by the left is supported at all
points of D0; singnf0g, and thus also at 0.
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Strictness of the second inclusion for k  dim D0 follows from the fact that the
torsion submodule of ÏQ
p
D0
has length equal to that of NKE ; e i (by Proposition 4.3,
below), and thus depth ÏQ
p
D0
 0. The depth of Q pV =hD0 Q plog D0, on the other
hand, is at least 1; for Q plog D0, and thus hD0 Q plog D0, are isomorphic to
Derlog D0 and thus have depth at least 2, from which it follows that
Q
p
V =hD0 Q
plog D0 has depth at least 1.
For k  dim V , it is evident that i 0 hE Q klog E Í mV ;0 Q kV unless i0 is
algebraically transverse to E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Proposition 3.12. Let D0 be an almost free divisor. Then for each vector
®eld x 2 Derlog D0, contraction by x gives rise to a well-de®ned OD0 -linear
morphism ÏQkD0 ! ÏQ kÿ1D0 .
Proof. The content of the statement is that if we represent q 2 ÏQ kD0 by
q1 2 Q kV then the class of ixq1 in ÏQ kÿ1D0 is independent of the choice of q1.
Since contraction is evidently linear, this amounts to showing that if q1 2 QkV is 0
in ÏQ kD0 then ixq1 is 0 in ÏQ kÿ1D0 .
Let i: V ´ S! W be a deformation of the inducing map i0 which is
algebraically transverse to E, and let D  iÿ1E. Denote by j: V ! V ´ S the
inclusion jv  v; 0. We have D0  jÿ1D, and since D is free, we can apply
Proposition 2.2 to conclude that Derlog D0  t jÿ1 j Derlog D. As j is
an inclusion, this means simply that for each x 2 Derlog D0 there exists
x2 2 Derlog D extending x. In particular, if
x2 
X
ai
¶
¶vi

X
bj
¶
¶sj
then all bj vanish when s  0.
Let q2 2 Q kV ´ S extend q1. As q1 is equal to 0 in ÏQ kD0 , we have
q2 2 hQ klog D 
X
si Q
k
V ´ S 
X
dsi ^ Q kÿ1V ´ S :
Now let x2 2 Derlog D extend x. Then ixq1  j ix 2q2. Since
ix 2hQ klog D Ì hQ kÿ1log D;
ix 2
X
si Q
k
V ´ S
 
Ì
X
si Q
kÿ1
V ´ S
and
ix 2
X
dsi ^ Q kV ´ S
 
Ì
X
dsi ^ Q kÿ2V ´ S 
X
si Q
kÿ1
V ´ S ;
it follows that
ixq1  j ix 2q2 2 j  hQ kÿ1log D 
X
si Q
kÿ1
V ´ S 
X
dsi ^ Q kÿ2V ´ S
 
and the proposition is proved. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
We end this section with a de®nition of logarithmic critical space.
De®nition 3.13. Let p: D! S be a deformation of an almost free divisor
and choose a free extension r: D! S ´ T of p. Then:
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(1) the logarithmic critical space of r, C logr , is
C logr  supp T 1; logD=S ´ T
with analytic structure de®ned by the ideal
C logr :FOV ´ S ´ T0 T 1; logD=S ´ T;
(2) the logarithmic critical space of p is C logp  C logr Ç rÿ1S ´ f0g, with its
natural analytic structure as an intersection. (Once again, this does not
depend on the choice of free extension r of p.)
Here F0 is the zeroth Fitting ideal. We remark that in case the codimension of
C logp in V ´ S ´ T is equal to dim S ´ T  1, then this coincides with the
annihilator of the OV ´ S ´ T -module vp= tpDerlog D, by the theorem of [2].
This is the case, for example, if p: D! S is a free deformation of an almost free
divisor D0 , and frees D0. The ideal C
log
p can be calculated very easily: if Q is a
matrix whose columns are the components of a free basis of DerlogD and Q 0
its submatrix consisting of the rows corresponding to the deformation parameters,
then C logr is generated by the restriction to V ´ S of the maximal minors of Q 0.
One of the major differences with the classical case is that C logp is
not necessarily radical even when p: D! S is the deformation induced by a
KE ; e-versal deformation of the inducing map i (cf. [9]).
4. Algebraic properties
As remarked above, our complex ÏQ·D =S has better depth properties than the
standard complex Q·D=S . The improvement is crucial.
Lemma 4.1. Let D Í CN be a free divisor, and let g1; . . . ; gs and f1; . . . ; fm be
holomorphic functions on D, such that g1; . . . ; gs is a regular sequence on OD,
and such that for each i, dim C logg Ç Vg1; . . . ; gi < dim D Ç Vg1; . . . ; gi (where
C logg is the intersection with D of the support of vg= tgDerlog G). Denote by
f the map  f1; . . . ; fm: D! Cm. Let O  OD =g1; . . . ; gs and
ÏQ k : ÏQ kD =g1; . . . ; gs ÏQ kD; ÏQ ki  ÏQ k
Xi
j1
d fj ^ ÏQ kÿ1:
Then
(1) for 0 < i < m, and 0 < k < dim Vg ÿ dim C logf Ç Vg, depth ÏQ kxi>
dim Vg ÿ k, and
(2) the map
df  df1 ^ . . . ^ dfm :
ÏQ kD; x
g1; . . . ; gs ÏQ kD;x 
P s
j1 df j ^ ÏQ kÿ1D; x
! ÏQ kmx
is injective, for 0 < k < depthOD =g1; . . . ; gs ÿ dimx C logf Ç Vg.
Proof. This lemma is just a translation of Lemma 1.6 of [15] (which can also
be found in § 8C of [16]) and the proof is essentially the same. First, note that
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because ÏQ kD is a maximal Cohen±Macaulay OD-module, any OD-regular sequence
is also ÏQ kD-regular, and thus ÏQ
k is a maximal Cohen±Macaulay O-module. We
now follow Greuel's argument. Write f x  z , and f ÿ1z  Dz .
(a) If x 62 C logf Ç Vg then D; x is isomorphic over C s; z to Dz ´ C s. The map
df1 ^ . . . ^ dfs^: ÏQ kD=C s ! ÏQ k sD
then has a left inverse, and it follows that it remains exact after tensoring with Ox .
(b) Suppose that x 2 C logf Ç Vg.
We prove (1) by induction on k. For k  0 it is trivial. Suppose it true for
k ÿ 1, and consider the sequence
0! ÏQ kÿ1x iÿÿÿ!
dfi ^ ÏQ kxiÿ 1 ! ÏQ kxi ! 0;
which is evidently exact except perhaps at ÏQ kÿ1x i. To see that dfi ^ is
injective, note that it is certainly injective off C
log
f Ç Vg, and thus
ker dfi ^ ÍH0C log
f
Ç Vg ÏQ kÿ1x i. However,
depth ÏQ kÿ1x i > depthOx ÿ k > dim C logf Ç Vg;
and so this local cohomology group vanishes and the sequence is exact. Now we
argue by induction on i: for i  0, depth ÏQ kxi  depth ÏQ kx  depthOx , as shown
at the start of this proof. Suppose that depth ÏQ kxiÿ 1> depthOx ÿ k. Then by
exactness of the above sequence, it follows that depth ÏQkxi> depthOx ÿ k, as
required. This completes the proof of (1).
Part (2) follows, for now by (a),
ker df ^: ÏQ kx
Xm
j1
dfj ^ ÏQ kÿ1x ! ÏQ kmx
is contained in H0
C
log
f
Ç Vg ÏQ kx =
Pm
j1 df j ^ ÏQ kÿ1x , which, by the depth estimate
just obtained, is equal to 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
We now apply the lemma in the following situation: p: D! S is an admissible
deformation of an almost free divisor, r : D! S ´ T is a free extension of p,
and denoting coordinates on S and T by s1; . . . ; sd and t1; . . . ; te , we take
g1; . . . ; gk  t1; . . . ; te and  f1; . . . ; fm  t1; . . . ; te; s1; . . . ; sd. From the lemma
we conclude immediately that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 4.2. If p: D! S is an admissible deformation of D0, and
r: D! S ´ T is a free extension of p, then:
(1) provided 0 < k < codim C logp ,
depth ÏQ kD=S > dim D0 ÿ k
and dp: ÏQ kD =S ! ÏQ kdD is an injection;
(2) if D0 is an almost free divisor and p: D! S is a deformation which
frees D0 , then codim C
log
p  dim S 1, so that the assertions of (1) hold
for k < dim D0;
(3) the map ldp: ÏQ kD=S ! ÏQ k eD =t1; . . . ; te ÏQk eD de®ned by wedging with
ds1 ^ . . . ^ dsd ^ dt1 ^ . . . ^ dte , is 1-1 for 0 < k < codim C logp . . . . . . . .A
Proposition 4.3. Let p: D! S be an admissible deformation of the
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p-dimensional divisor D0. Then:
(1) ÏQ kD =S is a torsion-free OD-module for 0 < k < codim C
log
p (in the sense that
every non-zero-divisor in OD is regular on ÏQ
k
D=S);
(2) ÏQ kD =S is a torsion module for k  dim D0  1 (and recall that ÏQ kD =S  0 for
k > dim D0  1);
(3) if r: D! S ´ T is a free extension of p then the cokernel of
l dp: ÏQ
p
D=S
! ÏQ pd eD 
 OD is isomorphic to T 1; logD=S ; this cokernel is
independent of the choice of r;
(4) if D0 is almost free then the torsion submodule of ÏQ
p
D0
has dimension equal
to dim T
1; log
D0
.
Proof. (1) Let p: D! S ´ T be a free extension of p, with parameter space T
of dimension e. Write d  dim S. For 0 < k < codim C logp , l dp: ÏQ kD=S ! ÏQ kdD is
an injection, so it remains only to show that ÏQ kdD is torsion-free. This follows
by the last part of Proposition 4.2: dh^ embeds ÏQ kdD in the free OD-module
Q kd1V ´ S =hQ
kd1
V ´ S .
(2) This is clear, since if k > dim D0 then ÏQ
k
D =S is supported on C
log
p , whose
dimension is less than that of D.
(3) Contraction of the generator dy ^ ds ^ dt of Q pd e1V ´ S ´ T by vector ®elds
gives an isomorphism i: vV ´ S ´ T ! Q pd eV ´ S ´ T which restricts to an isomorphism
DerlogD. hQ pd elogD. Thus
vV ´ S ´ T
DerlogD.
ÏQ
pd e
D :
The preimage under i of the submodule dt ^ ds ^ Q pV ´ S ´ T of Q pd eV ´ S ´ T is the
module of vector ®elds with no component in the S ´ T direction, that is,
ker tr: vV ´ S ´ T ! vr; putting everything together, one ®nds that
ÏQ
pd e
D
dt ^ ds ^ ÏQ p
D=S

 OD .
vV ´ S ´ T
DerlogD  kertr 
 OD
.
vr
trDerlogD 
 OD . T
1; log
D=S
:
Independence of the choice of r follows as usual from Lemma 2.9.
(4) Let p: D! S be a free deformation of D0 , and let dim S  d. Then the
torsion submodule of ÏQ
p
D0
is equal to the kernel of the map
ds1 ^ . . . ^ dsd : ÏQ pD0 
ÏQ
p
D= S
s1; . . . ; sd ÏQ pD =S
!
ÏQ
pd
D
s1; . . . ; sd ÏQ pdD
;
for composition with the injective morphism dh ^ maps ÏQ pD0 into the free OD0 -
module Q
pd1
V ´ S =h; s1; . . . ; sdQ pd1V ´ S (so that T ÏQ pD0 is contained in the kernel),
while on the other hand the kernel is supported only at 0, since D0 is free
elsewhere, and hence is a torsion module. Now this kernel can be identi®ed with
Tor
OS
1 T 1; logD =S ; OS =mS;0; for tensoring the short exact sequence
0! ÏQ p
D=S
ÿÿÿ!ds ^ ÏQ pdD ! T 1; logD =S! 0
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with C  OS =mS;0 we get the long exact sequence
0  TorOS1  ÏQ pdD ; C ! TorOS1 T 1; logD=S ; C ! ÏQ pD0 ! ÏQ
pd
D 
 C! T 1; logD0 ! 0:
Now assume furthermore that p: D! S is versal (that is, the inducing map
i: V ´ S! W is a KE ; e-versal deformation of the map i0 which induces D0).
Then there is an exact sequence
0!Lÿ!a vSÿ!
r
pT 1; logD=S  ! 0 2
in which r is the Kodaira±Spencer map of the deformation. As T
1; log
D =S
is a
Cohen±Macaulay OV ´ S -module of dimension d ÿ 1, by Proposition 2.10, and is
®nite over OS , it follows that its OS -depth is equal to d ÿ 1 also, and it follows
that L is free, of rank d. If p is miniversal, then all entries in the matrix a lie
in mS;0 and a
 C  0. Hence TorOS1 T 1; logD=S ; C.L=mS;0L has dimension
d  dim S  dim T 1; logD0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Part (4) of this result, together with Damon's theorem identifying the Ae-
normal space of a map-germ f0: Cn; 0 ! C p; 0 with T 1; logD f0 (re-proved in § 8
below), now proves Theorem 1.1.
Example 4.4. Suppose that E Ì W is a weighted homogeneous free divisor
and i: V ! W is weighted homogeneous of KE ;e-codimension 1. Let
D0  iÿ1E, let x1; . . . ; xp be coordinates on V , and denote by xe the Euler
vector ®eld on V . Then the torsion in ÏQ
p
D0
is generated over C by the class in ÏQ
p
D0
of ix edx1 ^ . . . ^ d xp. For ÏQ pD0 is supported precisely at those points where i is
not algebraically transverse to E, and thus d x1 ^ . . . ^ d xp is a torsion form in
ÏQ
p
D0
. As the Euler ®eld is logarithmic, ix edx1 ^ . . . ^ dxp is also a torsion form
(the contraction is well de®ned in ÏQ
pÿ1
D0
by Proposition 3.12). It is not zero, since
its exterior derivative is a non-zero multiple of d x1 ^ . . . ^ d xp.
5. Using ÏQ ·D=S to calculate cohomology
De®nition 5.1. The analytic space D Í W is locally quasihomogeneous if for
each x 2 D there exist local analytic coordinates for W , centred at x, with respect
to which the germ D; x is weighted homogeneous (with strictly positive weights).
This property played an important roÃle in [5] (under the name strong
quasihomogeneity).
Theorem 5.2 [5]. Let D Ì Cn be a locally quasihomogeneous free divisor,
and let U  Cn nD. Then integration along cycles induces an isomorphism
hqGCn; Q·log D. H qU; C
for 0 < q < n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Here and in what follows, we use the small hq for the q th homology of
a complex.
One can speak of a locally quasihomogeneous germ: one which has a locally
quasihomogeneous representative. This allows the apparent oxymoron of a quasi-
homogeneous germ which is not locally quasihomogeneous; however this
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incongruity seems less disturbing than the possibility of a strongly quasihomogeneous
space which is not (globally) quasihomogeneous, so the term `locally quasihomo-
geneous' is to be preferred to `strongly quasihomogeneous'.
By Lemma 3.3(6), if D Í V is a locally weighted homogeneous divisor then the
complex
0! CD ! OD ! ÏQ1D ! ÏQ2D ! . . .
is a resolution of CD . It follows that if V is a Stein space then
hqGD; ÏQ·D. H qD; C:
Hence we can use the complex ÏQ kD =S to calculate the cohomology of the free ®bres of
an admissible deformation, provided the free ®bres are locally quasihomogeneous.
Example 5.3. If dim U; dim V  are in Mather's range of nice dimensions (cf.
[19]) then every stable map-germ U ! V is quasihomogeneous with respect to
some coordinate system. (In fact this characterises the nice dimensions). It follows
that in the nice dimensions stable discriminants are locally quasihomogeneous.
Thus, for our motivating example, the insistence on local quasihomogeneity is not
unduly restrictive.
De®nition 5.4. Let E Í W be a divisor and let S be the canonical Whitney
strati®cation of E.
1. A stratum in S is locally quasihomogeneous if at each point x 2 S, there are
local analytic coordinates centred at x with respect to which E is weighted
homogeneous (with respect to strictly positive weights). The weighted homogeneous
codimension whE of E is the in®mum of the codimensions (in E ) of strata of S
which are not locally quasihomogeneous, and 1 if E is locally quasihomogeneous.
2. A stratum S 2S is holonomic if at each point x 2 S, Tx S  T logx E. The
holonomic codimension hnE  of E is the in®mum of the codimensions (in E ) of
strata of S which are not holonomic, and 1 if every stratum is holonomic.
Lemma 5.5. Let D0 be an almost free divisor based on E, suppose
dim D0 < whE , and let p: D! S be an admissible deformation of D0 . Then
for x 62 C logp , the complex ÏQ·D=S is a resolution of pÿ1OS.
Proof. Let i: V ´ S! W induce D from E (that is, D  iÿ1E) and for s 2 S
let is : V ! W be de®ned by isx  ix; s. By a variant of the standard
transversality lemma, if x; s 62 C logp then is is algebraically transverse to E at x,
and thus transverse to each of the strata in the canonical Whitney strati®cation of
E. As dim V < whE , is meets only strata along which E is locally weighted
homogeneous, and thus Ds  iÿ1s E is locally weighted homogeneous. It follows
that ÏQ ·Ds ; x is a resolution of CDs ; x .
Again because x; s 62 C logp , there is a commutative diagram
D; x; sÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ!. Ds ; x ´ S; s
p
ÿÿÿÿÿ!
ÿÿÿÿÿ! projection
S; s
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and the isomorphism D; x; s. Ds ; x ´ S; s induces an isomorphism
of complexes
ÏQ·D=S . ÏQ
·
Ds

C pÿ1OS
and thus ÏQ ·D =S is a resolution of C
 pÿ1OS  pÿ1OS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Our notion of good representative of a germ of admissible deformation
p: D; x0; 0 ! S; 0 of an almost free divisor D0; x0 is an obvious modi®cation
of the notion standard in the theory of isolated singularities, as described in
some detail in [16, pp. 25±26]. We require an open set X Ì C p1 ´ Cd, a map
i: X ! W such that, writing eD  iÿ1E , we have eD Ç C p1 ´ f0g  D (as
germs at x0), a real-analytic function r: X ! 0; 1 and a real « > 0 such that
rÿ10Ç D0  fx0g and such that eD0 is strati®ed transverse to rÿ1« 0  (in C p1)
for each « 0 with 0 < « 0 < «. Then there exists a contractible S Ì Cd containing 0
such that the restriction of p to each stratum of the canonical Whitney
strati®cation of eD is a submersion at each point of pÿ1SÇ rÿ1«. Finally, we
take A  rÿ10; «Ç pÿ1S, and D  eD Ç A.
From now on we suppose that we are given a good Stein representative of an
admissible deformation p: D; x0; 0 ! S of the p-dimensional almost free
divisor D0; x0 based on the free divisor E . We suppose that
p < minfwhE ; hnEg, and denote the dimension of D by m. Consider the
short exact sequence of complexes
0!H 0 ÏQ·D=S ! ÏQ·D =S ! ÏQ·D=S; > 0 ! 0 3
where H 0 ÏQ·D=S is the 0th cohomology sheaf (that is, kerd: ÏQ0D=S ! ÏQ1D=S)
and ÏQ ·D =S; > 0 is the complex
0! ÏQ0D=S =kerd: ÏQ0D =S ! ÏQ1D= S ! ÏQ1D=S ! . . . :
Applying the functor p to this sequence and deriving, we obtain a long exact
sequence of cohomology on S:
. . .! RqpH 0 ÏQ·D=S ! Rq p ÏQ kD= S ! Rqp ÏQ·D=S;  > 0
! Rq1pH 0 ÏQ·D= S ! . . . 4
for q > 1.
Lemma 5.6. In these circumstances, we have the following:
(1) provided dim V > 1, H 0 ÏQ·D=S  pÿ1OS, and so RqpH 0 ÏQ·D=S is
canonically isomorphic to RqpCD 
C OS .
(2) for q > 1,
Rqp ÏQ
·
D =S; > 0 . pH q ÏQ·D=S;  > 0  pH q ÏQ·D =S:
(3) Rqp ÏQ·D =S H qp ÏQ·D=S.
Proof. (1) The statement is clearly true outside of C logp , and moreover it is
obvious that H 0 ÏQ·D=S Ê pÿ1OS everywhere. The opposite inclusion follows
from the connectedness of the ®bres of p.
(2) As D0 is an almost free divisor, it follows that pjC logp is ®nite. For q > 0,
H q ÏQ·D=S is supported only on C logp , and thus R i pH q ÏQ·D =S  0 for i > 0.
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Thus the spectral sequence R ppH
q ÏQ·D= S; > 0 ) R pqp ÏQ·D= S; > 0 collapses at
E1 and the conclusion follows.
(3) This is an immediate consequence of the OD -coherence of the sheaves
ÏQ kD=S , together with the fact that we have chosen a Stein representative. . . . . .A
Corollary 5.7. Provided dim V > 1, the long exact sequence (4) reduces to
. . .! RqpCD 
 OS !H qp ÏQ kD=S ! pH q ÏQ·D=S
! R q1pCD 
 OS ! . . . 5
for q > 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Theorem 5.8. Let p: D! S be a good representative of an admissible
deformation of the p-dimensional almost free divisor D0 , and suppose that
p < hnE. Then H qp ÏQkD=S is a coherent sheaf of OS -modules.
Proof. We use a theorem of Duco van Straten [23]. Let p: D! S be a good
representative of an admissible deformation of an almost free divisor, and let L
be a sheaf of complex vector spaces on D. Then L is transversally constant at
the boundary if there exist an open neighbourhood U of ¶A (where A is as in the
de®nition of good representative) and a C 1 vector ®eld v on U with the following
properties:
(1) v is transverse to ¶A;
(2) v is tangent to D and to the ®bres of p;
(3) the restriction of L to each local integral curve of v is a constant sheaf.
Then van Straten proves the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9. Let p: D! S be a good representative of a germ
p: D; 0 ! S; 0, and let K · be a ®nite complex of sheaves on D. Assume that:
(1) the sheaves K i are OD-coherent;
(2) the differentials K i ! K i1 are pÿ1OS-linear;
(3) the cohomology sheaves H iK · are transversally constant at the boundary.
Then R i pK
· is an OS -coherent module. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
The statement in [23] assumes a 1-dimensional base S, but this hypothesis is
not used in the proof.
Lemma 5.10. Let p: D! S be a good representative of an admissible
deformation of the p-dimensional almost free divisor D0 based on the free divisor
E, with p < hnE . Then the cohomology sheaves H i ÏQ·D=S are transversally
constant at the boundary.
Proof. As C logp Ç D0  f0; 0g, at each point of the boundary ¶A Ç D0 all
the strata of the canonical Whitney strati®cation X0 of D0 are holonomic, that is,
for each stratum X 2X0 and x 2 ¶D, Tx X  T logx D0 . Thus, since ¶A0 is
transverse to X0 , at each point x 2 ¶D0 there exists a germ of vector ®eld
x0x 2 Derlog D0x such that x0xx 62 Tx ¶A. As p is locally trivial at x; 0, the
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logarithmic germ x0x extends to a germ xx 2 Derlog Dx;0 Ç kerdp; there is
a neighbourhood Ux of x; 0 in V ´ S such that for all x 0; s 2 ¶D Ç Ux ,
x xx 0; s 62 Tx; s¶A. Let U 
S
x2D 0 Ç ¶ A Ux . Now by means of a partition of unity
subordinate to the open cover fUxg of U, we construct from these xx a C 1 vector
®eld v on U such that
(1) for all x; s 2 U, vx; s 2 T logx; sD,
(2) for all x; s 2 U Ç ¶D, vx; s 62 Tx; s¶A.
By shrinking U if necessary, we can suppose that U Ç C logp  0= . Thus at each
point x; s 2 U, p is locally analytically trivial. As v is tangent to the ®bres of p
and logarithmic, it follows that the sheaves H i ÏQ·D=S are constant along the
integral curves of v.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Coherence of the sheaves Rq p ÏQ
·
D=S now follows, by van Straten's theorem.
The proof of Theorem 5.8 is complete. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
As in the classical case, that is, the theory of isolated complete intersection
singularities (ICIS), from the coherence theorem follow a number of interesting
results. In most cases proofs are identical with those of the corresponding classical
results in [16], and are omitted where possible.
Following Brieskorn and Greuel, we de®ne three associated modules. Let
p: D! S be a good representative of an admissible deformation, and let
r: D! S ´ T be a free extension. We write dim S  d and dim T  r . For brevity
let us denote by ÏH the module H pp ÏQ·D=S:
ÏH 0  p
ÏQ
p
D=S
dp ÏQ pÿ1D =S 
;
ÏH 00  p
ÏQmD
ds ^ dp ÏQ pÿ1D=S 
;
ÏH 000  p
ÏQ
pd r
D 
l ds ^ dp ÏQ pÿ1D= S 
:
Note that by Lemma 2.9, ÏH 000 does not depend on the choice of free extension
r of p. We also de®ne
ÏH H p ÏQ·D=S; x 0 ;0;
ÏH 0 
ÏQ
p
D=S; x 0 ;0
d ÏQ
pÿ1
D =S; x 0 ;0
;
ÏH 00 
ÏQmD; x 0 ;0
dp ^ d ÏQ pÿ1
D=S; x 0 ;0
;
ÏH 000 
ÏQ
pd r
D; x 0 ;0
l ds ^ d ÏQ pÿ1
D= S; x 0 ;0
:
By a standard argument (see, for example, [16, 8.6]), if p: D! S is a good
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representative of p: D; x0; 0 ! S; 0 then the stalks at 0 2 S of ÏH, ÏH 0, ÏH 00
and ÏH 000 are canonically isomorphic to ÏH, ÏH 0, ÏH 00 and ÏH 000 respectively.
Proposition 5.11. Let D0; x0 be a p-dimensional almost free divisor based
on the free divisor E with p < hnE , and let p: D! S be a good Stein
representative of an admissible deformation of D0 ; x0. Then ÏH 0, ÏH 00 and ÏH 000
are OS -coherent.
Proof. Apply the argument of Theorem 5.8 to the complexes ÏQ·D =S; < p,
dp ÏQ ·D =S; < p and l dp ÏQ·D=S; < p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Proposition 5.12. Let D; x0 be a p-dimensional almost free divisor based
on the free divisor E, with whE > p 1. Then the complex
0! CD; x 0 ! OD;x 0 ! ÏQ1D; x 0 ! . . .! ÏQ pD;x 0
is exact, H 0fx 0gd ÏQ
pÿ1
D; x 0
  0, and there is a natural chain of injections
H 1fx 0gd ÏQ pÿ2D a H 2fx 0gd ÏQ pÿ3D a . . . a H pÿ1fx 0g dODa H
p
fx 0gCD:
Proof. Looijenga's proof of the corresponding result [16, 8.19] in the case of a
deformation f : X ! S of an ICIS applies without change in this context. It relies
only on estimates of the depth of the modules OqX ; x 0 , and on the acyclicity of
Q ·X ; x 0 off x0 . Our depth estimates here (Proposition 4.2) are formally identical to
the estimates in the classical case (compare 8.15 and 8.16 of [16]), and the
hypothesis that p 1 < whE guarantees the acyclicity of ÏQ·D off C logp . . . . . .A
From this result follows a similar statement in the relative case.
Proposition 5.13. Suppose that p: D! S is an admissible deformation of the
p-dimensional almost free divisor D0 ; x0 based on the free divisor E, and that
p 1 < minfwhE; hnE g. Then ÏH 0, and ÏH 000 are free OS;0 modules of rank
mDD0 ; x0, and if p is a deformation which frees D0 , then the complex
0! OS;0ÿÿÿ!
f 
OD= S; x 0 ;0 ! ÏQ1D= S; x 0 ;0 ! . . .! ÏQ
p
D=S; x 0 ;0
is exact.
Proof. Again, Looijenga's proof of the corresponding result, [16, 8.20], applies
practically verbatim. The proof is by induction on dim S, but does not involve
®brations with ®bre dimension greater than p. There is a minor difference of
notation: Looijenga uses qf in place of Greuel's H
000, to which our notation ÏH 000
refers implicitly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
6. The Gauss±Manin connection
Let p: D! S be a good Stein representative of a deformation which frees
the p-dimensional almost free divisor D0 ; x0, and let B Ì S be the
logarithmic discriminant.
The sheaf R p pCD is a local system off B, and so R
p pCD 
 OS is naturally
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endowed with a ¯at connection. Because of the natural isomorphism
R ppCD 
 OS .H pp ÏQ pD=S
off B, H pp ÏQ pD =S thus has a natural ¯at connection off B, the topological
connection. In [16] the extension of the corresponding ¯at connection on the
vanishing cohomology of the Milnor ®bration f : X ! S of an ICIS to the singular
Gauss±Manin connection on H pQ·X =S; x 0 ;0 is described in terms of Lie
derivatives; the same construction serves in the case of an admissible deformation
of an almost free divisor. Following Looijenga's account, we now sketch this.
First, if s 62B, then every vector ®eld germ h 2 vS; s has a lift to a section y of
pDerlog Ds ; as in [16], this is a consequence of the fact that p: D! S is a
Stein map. For q 2H pp ÏQ·D=Ss , set
=hq  Lyq;
where L y is the Lie derivative. Note that Cartan's formula L yq  diyq  iydq
holds for q 2 ÏQ pD , since both the exterior derivative d and contraction by the
logarithmic vector ®eld y preserve the subcomplex hQ·log D of Q·A (where A is
the ambient Milnor ball). It is easy to check that L y is well de®ned on the relative
complex ÏQ ·D=S and commutes with its exterior derivative.
If y 0 is another lift of h then yÿ y 0 is vertical with respect to p, so since
dq 2 ppQ1S; s ^ ÏQ pDs , we have
L yÿy 0 q  i yÿy 0 dq  di yÿy 0 q
 diyÿy 0 q:
Thus =: H pp ÏQ·D=Ss !H pp ÏQ·D= Ss 
OS Q1S; s is well de®ned.
Looijenga's proof that = so de®ned coincides with the topological
connection works verbatim: one needs only to check that the pairing
H pp ÏQ·D=S; s ´ HpDs ; C ! OS; s (given by integrating forms over the
translation of cycles Z 2 Ds to nearby ®bres by means of the local
trivialisation of the ®bration p: D! S around s) is non-degenerate in
H pp ÏQ·D=S; s, and the argument on pages 149±150 of [16] shows this, without
any modi®cation.
The connection = extends to a meromorphic connection on H pp ÏQ·D =S; s for
points s 2B, as follows: let g be a de®ning equation for the hypersurface B, and
let L denote the (coherent) OS module of p-liftable vector ®elds. If h 2 vS; s then
for some positive power m , gmh is liftable, by virtue of the coherence of vS =L.
Let y be a lift. Moreover, by the coherence of ÏH 0 and H pp ÏQ·D =S, and the
fact that they coincide off B, some power of g pushes Lyq into Z pp ÏQ·D =S; s.
Thus we can de®ne
=: H pp ÏQ·D =S !H pp ÏQ·D =Sgÿ1 
 Q1S
by
=hq  gÿmL yq
where y is a lift of gmh and m is a suf®ciently high power for the expression on
the right to make sense.
Finally, this connection extends by Leibniz's rule to a meromorphic connection
on H pp ÏQ·D=S; s.
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Theorem 6.1. The Gauss±Manin connection just de®ned has a regular
singularity along B.
Proof. Once again, the proof for the classical case given in [16] applies verbatim.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
7. Calculating mE
Lemma 7.1. If D0 ; x0 is a p-dimensional almost free divisor based on the free
divisor E, and p < minfwhE ; hnEg, then mED0 ; x0  dim ÏQ pD 0 ; x 0 =d ÏQ
pÿ1
D 0 ; x 0
.
Proof. Let p: D! S be a deformation which frees D0 ; x0 (such deforma-
tions exist, by the hypothesis that p < hnE). Then ÏH 0  ÏQ p
D=S; x 0 ;0=d
ÏQ
pÿ1
D=S; x 0 ;0
is a free OS;0-module of rank mE , and ÏH
0=mS;0 ÏH
0  ÏQ pD 0 ; x 0 =d ÏQ
pÿ1
D0 ;x 0
. . . . . . .A
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that D0 is a p-dimensional almost free divisor
based on the free divisor E, and that p: D! S is a deformation over the
1-dimensional base S, which frees D0 ; x0, with the property that
D; x0; 0 is also almost free. Then provided p 1 < whE ,
mED0  mED  dim ÏQ p1D =S :
Proof. The proof is practically identical to Greuel's proof of the corresponding
result (Lemma 5.3) of [15]. Consider the map
= 0d =ds : ds ^ ÏH 0 ! ÏH 00; ds ^ q 7! dq:
Both ds ^ ÏH 0 and ÏH 00 are Cfsg-modules of rank mED0, with ds ^ ÏH 0 Í ÏH 00, and
= 0d =dsgds ^ q  g ´ = 0d =dsds ^ q  dg=ds= 0d =dsds ^ q
for g 2 C s; it follows by the Malgrange index theorem (see for example [17,
Theorem 2.3]) that
dim ker = 0d =ds ÿ dim coker = 0d = ds  rank ds ^ ÏH 0 ÿ dim ÏH 00=ds ^ ÏH 0 :
Now = 0d =ds is injective (by Proposition 5.12) and so this equality amounts to
ÿ dim
ÏQ
p1
D; x
d ÏQ
p
D; x
 mED0 ÿ dim ÏQ p1D=S ;
and thus to the required equality. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Lemma 7.3. dim ÏQ
p1
D =S; x
 dim T 1; log
D=S; x
.
Proof. Let r: D! S ´ T be a free extension of p: D! S. By the proof of
Proposition 4.3(4), T ÏQ
p1
D; x  kerl: ÏQ p1D;x ! ÏQ pd1D; x =t  ÏQ pd1D; x . As l dp:
ÏQ
p
D=S; x
! ÏQ pd1D; x is injective, T ÏQ p1D; x Ç dp ÏQ pD=S; x  0, and hence there is an
exact sequence
0! T ÏQ p1D; x ! ÏQ p1D= S; x !
dt ^ ÏQ p1D; x
dt ^ dp ^ ÏQ p
D=S
! 0:
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From the exact sequence
0! dt ^
ÏQ
p1
D; x
dt ^ dp ^ ÏQ p
D=S
! T 1; log
D= S
! T 1; logD ! 0
and the fact that dim T ÏQ
p1
D; x  dim T 1; logD (by Proposition 4.3) we conclude that
dim ÏQ
p1
D =S; x
 dim T 1; log
D =S; x
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
Corollary 7.4. With the hypotheses of Proposition 7.2,
mED0  mED  dimC T 1; logD=S : A
Exactly as in [15], this furnishes us with a means of calculating mED0: we
suppose that we are given a free deformation p: D! S of D0 with the property
that if Di  D Ç fsi1  . . .  sd  0g then each germ Di ; 0 is almost free, and
with dim D < whE. We apply Corollary 7.4 to the deformations pi : Di ! Si ,
where Si is 1-dimensional and pix; s  si .
Corollary 7.5.
mED0; 0 
Xd
i1
ÿ1i1 dimC ÏQ p iDi =Si ;0

Xd
i1
ÿ1i1 dimCT 1; logDi =Si: A
This should be contrasted with the calculation of mE given in [11], which we
now summarise. Let p: D; x0 ; 0 ! S; 0 be a free deformation of the almost
free divisor D0 ; x0  iÿ1E , suppose that p frees D0, and suppose that we are
given a de®ning equation h for D in the smooth ambient space A, with the
property that there exists a vector ®eld x 2 vA such that x ´ h  h (such an
equation is called a `good de®ning equation' in [11]). Let Derlog h be the set of
vector ®elds annihilating h, that is, tangent to all of the level sets of h. Then we
have the following.
Proposition 7.6. In these circumstances
mED0 ; x0  dimC
vi
tivV  i Derlog h
 dimC
vp
tpDerlog h  mS;0 vp
: A
In fact [11] proves only the ®rst of these equalities. The second follows, by the
argument of the proof of Lemma 2.7.
Our Corollaries 7.4 and 7.5 do not reduce in any obvious way to Proposition
7.6. For example, consider the case of a free and freeing deformation p: D! S
with dim S  1. Then Corollary 7.4 gives
mED0 ; x0  dim
vp
tpDerlog D ; 6
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while Proposition 7.6 gives
mED0 ; x0  dim
vp
tpDerlog h  mS;0 vp
: 7
Moreover, Corollary 7.4 does not require a good de®ning equation.
In fact the modules on the right-hand side of (6) and (7) coincide when D is
weighted homogeneous and the variable s has non-zero weight ws : if
x e  ws s ¶=¶s
P
i wi x i ¶=¶xi is the Euler vector ®eld, then
Derlog D  Derlog h  hx e i;
and
tpDerlog D  tpDerlog h  mS;0 vp:
Another application of Corollary 7.4 is the following.
Corollary 7.7. If D0 is a p-dimensional almost free divisor based on the
free divisor E, if p < minfwhE; hnE g, and if mED0  1, then the KE -
discriminant in a versal deformation of D0 is reduced.
Proof. Let i0 induce D0 from E. By the main theorem of [11], the KE ; e -
codimension of i0 is no greater than mED0; it is therefore equal to 1. Let i be a
miniversal deformation of i0 over the smooth 1-dimensional base S, and let
D  iÿ1E.
The KE discriminant consists simply of f0g, but with analytic structure
provided by the 0 th Fitting ideal of T
1; log
D=S
as OS -module. By Corollary 7.4,
mED0  dimC T 1; logD=S (since i is algebraically transverse to E ). Therefore T 1; logD=S
has length 1. It follows that its zeroth Fitting ideal over OS is the maximal ideal
mS;0; hence the KE -discriminant is reduced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
We remark that the same argument shows that the vector ®eld s ¶=¶s on S is
liftable to a vector ®eld x 2 Derlog D. See [9] for some striking results on the
question of the reducedness and freeness of the KE -discriminant.
8. Discriminants of maps and Damon's theorem
In this section we describe the relation between singularities and deformations
of map-germs f : Cn; 0 ! C p; 0 and the theory of almost free divisors.
In [7], Damon proves the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that the diagram
U; 0ÿÿÿ!F V; 0
j0
x??? i0x???
U; 0ÿÿÿ!f V ; 0
is a ®bre square (with i0 transverse to F ), and that F is stable. Let D be the
discriminant of F (or image if n < p). Then
T 1f .
vi0
ti0vC p  i 0Derlog D
:
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Here T 1f is the OC p;0 -module
v f 
tf vC n  qf vC p
;
also known as NAe f , and all the spaces are assumed non-singular.
Damon's proof in [7] used the additional hypothesis that f has ®nite Ae -
codimension, and was rather involved. C. T. C. Wall gave a simpler proof in [25]; here
we give a proof along similar lines. Other proofs can be found in [14] and [20].
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let us ®rst assume that F is an unfolding of f , with
U  U ´ S and V  V ´ S, and that i0: V ; 0 ! V; 0 is the standard inclusion
v 7! v; 0.
Step 1. It is easy to show that
vF 
tFvU ´ S
.
vF =p
tFvU ´ S=S
:
Step 2. By a standard argument (see for example, [16, 6.14]), Derlog D is
the kernel of the morphism qF : vV ´ S ! FvF = tFvU ´ S. There is a
commutative diagram
0 0x??? x???
0ÿÿÿ! tpDerlog D ÿÿÿ! vp ÿÿÿÿÿ! vp
tpDerlog D ÿÿÿ! 0
tp
x??? tpx???
0ÿÿÿÿÿ! Derlog D ÿÿÿÿ! vV ´ S ÿÿÿÿÿ! F

vF 
tFvU ´ S

ÿÿÿ! 0x??? x??? x???.
0ÿÿÿÿÿ! Derlog Dp ÿÿÿ! vV ´ S = S ÿÿÿ! F

vpF 
tFvU ´ S = S

ÿÿÿ! T 1F = S ÿÿÿ! 0x??? x???
0 0
Diagram chasing gives an isomorphism
vp
tpDerlog D. T
1
F =S ;
so now tensoring with OV ;0 (over OV ´ S;0) produces an isomorphism
vp
tpDerlog D  mSvp
 vp
tpDerlog D 
 OV ;0 . T
1
f :
But
vp
pmS;0vp
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can be identi®ed with
vi0
ti0vV
;
and using this identi®cation we obtain
vi0
ti0vV  i 0 Derlog D
.
vp
tpDerlog D  mS;0 vp
. T 1f :
This completes the proof in the special case where F is a (parametrised)
unfolding of f . The general case follows by showing ®rst that up to isomorphism,
the module
vi
tivV  i 0 Derlog D
is independent of the choice of stable map F from which f is pulled back by
i. For stable maps are classi®ed by their local algebras [18], and the local
algebra of F is isomorphic to that of f ; hence, if F1: U1; 0 ! V1; 0 and
F2: U2; 0 ! V2; 0 are stable maps from which f may be induced by
transverse pull-back, with dimU1 > dimU2, then F1 is equivalent to a trivial
unfolding of F2 on dimU1 ÿ dimU2 parameters. As a consequence of this, we
may assume that F is a stable unfolding of f , as in the special case. . . . . . . .A
Note that the isomorphism T 1F =S . vp= tpDerlog D identi®es the support
of T 1F =S as the logarithmic critical space of p: D! S. Note also that there is now
a strong formal analogy between T 1f and T
1
X 0
, where X0  f ÿ10:
T 1f  vp
tpDerlog D  mC d ;0 vp
;
T 1X0 
v f 
tf vC n;0  mC p;0 v f 
:
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